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Egypt has become a new destination for abroad study. Students from across the world like 

Nepal,MalaysiaBangladesh,AfricanMortious,DubaiUK,Nigeria India are making their way towards 

culturally and historically diversified nation, Egypt. With alluring environment Egypt has well renowned 

institutions. Along with academic knowledge studying in Egypt provides the opportunity to learn about 

Middle Eastern culture, including political, historical, and economic. Egypt also provides quality 

educations at all levels and offers students with multi faculty choices. Not only it has affordable cost 

and facilities, but there are many scholarship programs being offered to international students. Many 

countries including Nepal, Africa etc. send their student in Egypt for scholarship as well. So why not to 

study in Egypt? Among many universities Cairo University is one of the oldest and reputed university 

situated in capital of Egypt Cairo.

STUDY IN EGYPT

MBBS graduates from Egypt are doing best in reputed hospitals all over world.

Best infrastructure

239 in World ranking 

After India, Egypt may be your best choice. 

The climate, study environment and cost of living almost similar to India.

Globally recognised and standard curriculum

Affordable cost and course free

English medium

High patients flow in hospital

University is teaching MBBS in four language English, French, German and Arabic

After MBBS from Cairo University students will get direct PG in Germany                          

After MBBS from Cairo University students will get direct job in Saudi Arabia

Clinical rotations are available in 21 countries like USA , UK, Canada, Germany and many more 

Get monthly salary while doing internship

Hassle Free Visa Processing. 

Safe and secure study environment for both male and female students. 

Major Attractions and benefits.                                    

Earn while you learn. 

Why Study MBBS in Egypt



Dear medical students: Sons and daughters, I would like to welcome you in Kasr Al Ainy Medical 

School, the largest and oldest medical Institute in the Middle East. It was established in year 1827, 

along 180 years thousands of doctors graduated and millions of Patients were treated. The name of 

Kasr El Ainy will always mean treatment of poor patients; famous graduates spreading all over raising 

its name. This giant Medical Institute Constitutes nine university hospitals, more than five thousand 

beds, more than ten Thousand clerks; and more than three thousand staff members. The hospitals 

accept more than 1.5 million patients every year. Dear students, this is your first real choice to study 

medicine. You have to do your best to study and practice in order to excel. Medicine is a noble mission 

based on very special ethics and behaviours aiming at welfare of mankind. Our staff members will do 

their best to guide you to modern medical education applying recent learning resources to help you to 

excel in the rapidly progressing world. Again you are welcome among Faculty of Medicine's family and 

God bless you.

CAIRO UNIVERSITY

Established in 1908 Cairo University is also known as the mother of university among other younger 

universities in Egypt. Located in Giza, Egypt it has successfully been undertaking its mission in 

providing education, research and cultural duties over the years. The main goal is to meet the 

international standards of excellence in the field of education, technology, business system, and 

research and community service. It is the biggest and the oldest university and it is not only renowned 

in Egypt but also in Africa and Middle East.

About Faculty of Medicine, Cairo University

World Ranking - 239

QS Ranking - 251-300
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Thus you are privileged than many students of other faculties of medicine for carrying a deep-rooted 

heritage of the old medicine.

It is my pleasure to welcome you in the beginning of the first academic year in your great Faculty 

“Alexandria Faculty of Medicine”. I am glad that you chose this faculty as a beginning of your mission in 

life, as medicine is not just a career from which one earns his living, but it is also a mission in which the 

science combines with the exalted human feelings that is not appreciated with money.

So you are welcome in your great faculty, with my best wishes for success in your sacred mission.

I am also glad that you chose the “Alexandria Faculty of Medicine” for your study, as you must have 

heard that the medicine school in Ancient Alexandria was the first medicine school in the world, in 

which medicine was practiced on a pure scientific base free from any superstitions or non-scientific 

practices.

When the new scientific renaissance started in Egypt in the beginning of the twentieth century your 

faculty was the second ancient faculty of medicine, however that doesn't mean that it is less valued, as 

the graduated doctors of the “Alexandria Faculty of Medicine” have and still own the remarkable 

positions in the field of medical practicing, medical education and medical scientific research in 

different places in the world.

ALEXANDRIA UNIVERSITY

QS Ranking - 351-400

Alexandria Faculty of Medicine is a student-centered institution. This means that while you are 

studying with us, it is your needs that come first. We will do everything we can to foster your personal 

and intellectual growth and to prepare you to lead a fulfilled life beyond the faculty. The standard of 

teaching and learning is one of the highest in the African region. External examiners, who are 

renowned academicians in Universities outside, evaluate our examinations.

About International Program of Alexandria Faculty of Medicine



Demerdash Hospital was Established in 1928 with a donation from Mr. Rahim Demerdash Pasha, and 

established the Faculty of Medicine, Ain Shams University in 1947 and was called the Medical College 

Demerdash and was affiliated with the University Fuad I (Cairo University now), and then annexed to 

the Ain Shams University in 1950 to be the third medical school in Egyptafter Dental Cairo Alexandria 

Medicine, and attached to a teaching hospital is Demerdash Hospital and includes most of the surgical 

departments

AIN SHAMS UNIVERSITY

QS Ranking - 351-400



Mansoura University was founded in 1972 in Mansoura city, Egypt. Mansoura is located at the middle 

of the Nile Delta in Egypt. It is one of the biggest Egyptian universities and has contributed much to the 

cultural and scientific life in Mansoura and Egypt.

MANSOURA UNIVERSITY

QS Ranking - 451-500

The faculty of medicine was founded in 1962 as a branch of Cairo University. In 1972, a presidential 

decree announced the establishment of the University under the name "East Delta University". Later 

on, its name was changed to Mansoura University in 1973.

History
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